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Abstract 
We give in this paper a construction of nilpotent sloops of class n; for any positive integer n. 
We have the result, that for any n there is an SQS-skein of nilpotence class n which has a derived 
sloop that is also of nilpotence class n. Guelzow (1993) shows that there is a nilpotent SQS- 
skeins, all its derived sloops are Boolean. From another direction, we show that the constructed 
nilpotent sloop can be embedded as a derived sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein, both are of the 
same class n. The constructed nilpotent SQS-skein and its derived nilpotent sloop, both have the 
same congruence lattice and the same central series. 
1. Introduction 
A sloop ~ = (L;.,  1) is a groupoid with a neutral element 1 satisfying the identities: 
1.x = x, x .y  = y .x  and x . (x .y )  = y. A sloop is called a Boolean sloop if it satisfies 
x . (y .z )  = (x .y ) . z .  There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween sloops and Steiner 
triple systems (STS) [4]. A subsloop N of a sloop ~ is normal if N is a congruence 
class of  a congruence 0 on .L#. Every subsloop of a finite sloop ~ with cardinality 
1 ILl is normal [10]. The congruences of sloops are regular, permutable and uniform 
[4, 10]. The variety of  all sloops contains the class of  all Boolean sloops as the smallest 
non-trivial subvariety. 
A congruence fl on Z~a is said to be central on ~qa iffthe diagonal A = {(a,a): Va E L} 
is a normal subsloop of ft. The largest central congruence on ~ is called the center 
of &,o and denoted by ~(~qa). A series of  congruences 1 = 00 _~ 01 _~ • -- _~ On = 0 on a 
sloop is called a Boolean series if [l]Oi/Oi+l is Boolean and is called a central series 
if Oi/Oi+ 1 C~(~/Oi+l);  i = 0,1, . . . ,n  - 1 [3,11]. And if n is the smallest length of  a 
Boolean series or of a central series, then ~ is called a solvable sloop of length n or 
a nilpotent sloop of class n, respectively. In fact, the variety of all nilpotent sloops is 
a subvariety of the variety of  all solvable sloops. 
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2. Construction of nilpotent sloops of class n 
Examples of nilpotent sloops of class 2 are well-known, such as the sloops of cardi- 
nality 16 containing exactly 7 distinct subloops of cardinality 8. We use the induction 
to construct nilpotent sloops of class n, for any positive integer n. This construction 
is similarly done as the construction of nilpotent SQS-skeins in [1], that enable us 
to prove Theorem 2 in Section 3 which concerning about the relation of nilpotence 
between SQS-skeins and its derived sloops. 
In the following theorem, we give the necessary and sufficient condition for a unique 
atom in the congruence lattice of a sloop to be the center. 
Lelnma 1. Let L be a sloop of cardinality 2 n, with a unique atom 0 in its congruence 
lattice C(L). Then 0 is the center of L iff the cardinality of the factor sloop L/O is 
equal to 2 n-1. 
The proof of this theorem is parallel to that of a similar theorem for SQS-skeins 
in [1]. 
Now we explain how one can construct a sloop of cardinality 2 n, having a unique 
atom of cardinality 2 n+l in its congruence lattice. 
Construction 1. Let Aa, = (L,; , ,  1) be a sloop of cardinality 2" and suppose that 
the congruence lattice C(5e,) has only one atom of cardinality 2 n+l  . We construct 
a new sloop L~ ° = (L;., 1) with cardinality 2 "+1, for which C(A¢) has a unique atom 
01 such that ~/Oi ~- £~,. We do this in two steps (i) and (ii). First step (i) constructs 
A a = (L;., 1 ) and a homomorphism ~ from 5e onto L~°,. Second step (ii) proves that 
ker ff = 01 and it is the unique atom of C(Aa). 
Step (i): Let 
2 n -2  
L, := {1,xl . . . . .  x2,-t} and 0, := [.J {xi,xi+l} 2, 
even i=0 
where x0 = 1. Consider a set S := {yo, yl , . . . ,y2,-1} such that SNL,  = 0 and then 
let L =L ,  US. 
For any two distinct elements x, y E L, we have the following cases: 
(1) {x,y} = {xi,xj}, (2) {x,y} = {xi, yj} or 
(3) {x,y} = {Yi, Yj}, i,j E {0,1 . . . . .  2 n - 1}. 
Assume that xi * xj = xk in L, ,  then we define the binary operation o on L as the 
following: 
xk in case (1), 
xoy := Yk in case (2), 
Xk in case (3). 
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Furthermore, let 'o '  be commutative and idempotent operation. Now we have 
xi o (xi o x j )  = x j, xi o (xi o y j )  = xi o Yk = Yj and 
y io (y io  y j )=  y ioxk  = yj.  
This means that the identity x o (x o y) = y holds in L. 
Accordingly, £,eo = (L; o, 1) is a sloop of cardinality 2 "+1 .
Let (L\{ 1 },Bo) be the corresponding Steiner triple system of 5oo, where Bo is given 
by 
Bo:= {{x ,y ,  xo  y}:  V{x ,y}C_L \{1}}.  
We consider two subsets Ro and Ho of P3(Ao), for Ao = {Xl ,X2,x3,y l ,yz,  y3} and Ro 
and/4o are defined by 
Ro = {{Xl ,x2,x3}, {Xl, Y2, Y3}, {x2, Yl, Y3}, {x3, Yl, Y2}}, 
11o = { { y3,x l ,xz  }, { Yb Yz, Y3}, { y2,x1,x3 }, { yl ,x2,x3 } }. 
We have that {Xl ,X2,X3} is a block in 5O. and the set Ro is a subset of Bo. For any 
2-element subset {x ,y}  C Ao and for any b E Ro with {x ,y}  C_ b, there is b E Ho 
with {x ,y}  C_ b. Let B. = (Bo \Ro)UHo,  then (L\{1};B.) is a Steiner triple system [8]. 
Consider 5O := (L;., 1) be the corresponding sloop of (L\{1};B). 
Now we want to prove that the map ~ : L ~ L.  defined by 
O(x i )=x i  and O(y i )=x i ;  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  2n -1  
is a homomorphism from 5 ° onto 5O.. 
It is clear that 0 is onto map. We have to prove that Vx, y E L; O(x'y) = O(x)*O(y) .  
The equality is true if x = y. If  x ¢ y we have two cases: 
(a) {x, y} C_Ao or (b) {x, y} ~ Ao. Any two distinct elements x, y have three dif- 
ferent cases as in (1), (2) and (3). This means that the two cases (a) and (b) will be 
equivalent to: 
(a) { i , j , k}  = {1,2,3}, 
(b) { i , j , k}  ~ {1,2,3}. 
Case (a): (1) {x ,y}  = {xi ,x j} -~ xi .x j  = Yk, from Ho we have 
I~l(X i "Xj) = O(Yk) = xk = xi * xj = O(xi) * O(xj). 
(2) {x ,y}  = {xi, y)} ---" x i ' y j  = xk, from Ho we have 
~k(xi .y j  ) = O(xk ) = xk = xi * xj = t~(xi ) * O(yj  ), 
(3) {x ,y}  = {Yi, Yj}, from/4o we have Y i 'y j  = Yk and then 
@(Yi "Y j )  = I/l(Yk) ~- Xk = Xi * Xj = I/ l(yi) * I / l(yj).  
Briefly, the cases (1)- (3)  of case (a) can be written: for any {x ,y ,z}  E Ho, then 
x .y=z  
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and, hence, 
O(x. y )  = O(z) = xk = xi * xj = O(x) * O(y).  
Case (b): (1) {x, y}  = {xi ,x j} 7_4 xi . xj = xi o xj = xi * xj = xk. 
Then 
O(x i .x j )  = O(xk)  = xk = xi , x j  = O(x~) * O(x j ) .  
(2) {x,y} = {xi, y j )  --+xi'yj  =xi  o y j  = Yk. 
Then 
~I(xi 'Y j )  : ~I(yk ) = X k = X i * Xj = ~l(Xi) * ~l(yj) .  
(3) {x ,y}  = {Yi, Y j} ~ Yi 'Y j  = Yi o yj  =xk .  
Then 
[b(y i 'Y j )  --= ~b(Xk ) = Xk = Xi * Xj = ~(Y i )  * ~(Y j ) .  
Briefly, the cases (1 ) - (3 )  of case (b) can be written: {x ,y ,z}  E Bo\Ho iff x.y = 
x o y = z, then 
~(x. y )  = d/(x o y)  = xk = xi * xj = ~k(x) * ~k(y). 
Then ~ is a homomorphism from L a onto Ae,. 
Step (ii): Step (i) supplies us that Ae/ker ~ ~- Av,. Now we have to prove that kerO 
is the unique atom of the congruence lattice C(Av), where 
2 n -  1 
01 := ker 0 = [.J {xi, yi} 2. 
i=0 
Let 0 2 E C(,,~) be the corresponding congruence relation of 0,  E C(Av,). Therefore, 
i i  2n-2 
02 :=  tJeveni=0 {Xi,Xi+l'Yi, Yi+l} 2; XO :=  1. 
Suppose that 6 is an another atom of C(~) .  We have 01 A 6 = 0, and this implies that 
01 o 6 covers both 01 and 6 [7]. 
From C(Av,) = [01: 1]ctze), we deduce that 01 o 6 = 02. Hence, 02 covers any 
atom of C(Av). Since, the congruences of sloops are regular and uniform, we have the 
following two possible cases for the class [113: 
[113 = {1,~fl} or  [113 = {1 ,y l} .  
Also we have 6 = {(a,b) E L2: a.b E [116} from [I0]. 
A potential third case [113 = {1,yo} does not arise because [1]01 = {1,y0}. 
Assume x2 * x4 = xk, then from Ro, k :fi 1,2,3 and also from the definition of  the 
binary operation '. ', we have x2 .x4 = xk. From 0. ,  we may assume that [xk]0. = 
{xk,xk+l }, hence xk * xk+l = Xl and then Xk'Xk+z = Xl. Now if we consider the first 
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case [1 ]6 = ( 1,xl }, then [xk]6 = {Xk,Xk+l }. From the binary operation ' . '  we have 
X4.X5 =X 1 ---4 (X4,X5) E 6, 
X2" Y3 ---- Xl ~ (X2, Y3 ) E 6, 
then we have (x2.x4,x5 'Y3) E 6, namely (Xk,Xs"Y3) C 6. Hence, x5 • Y3 = Xk or 
xk+l and this gives contradiction with the definition of the binary operation 'o '  and 
accordingly with the binary operation '. '. Therefore, the assumption [116 = {1,xl } is 
false. Now we assume the other case [116 -- {1,yl}. From/40 we have XE'X 3 ~ yl, then 
(X2,X3) E 6. From 0. we have X 4 *X  5 = Xl, then X 4 :¢ Y5 = Yl and hence (x4, Y5) E 6. 
Therefore, (X2"Xa,X3"YS) = (Xk,X3"YS) E 6 and accordingly (y5"Xk,X3) E 6. This 
implies that Y5-xk -- x2 or x3, which leads to contradiction with the definition of the 
binary operations ' o' and '.'. 
Finally there is no other atom and 01 is the unique atom of the lattice C(&a). 
Corollary 1. For any positive inteoer n, there is a nilpotent sloop of class n. 
Proof. We have that any associated sloop LP. of a Steiner triple system of cardinality 
15 with 7 subsystems of cardinality 7 is nilpotent of class 2. And the congruence 
lattice C(Se.) has a unique atom 0. of cardinality 25, where I~e, I --24. By using the 
mathematical induction, Lemma 1 and the preceding Construction 1, we can construct 
a nilpotent sloop of any class n. 
Corollary 2. Each constructed sloop as above is subdirectly irreducible. 
Corollary 3. Let ~ be a nilpotent sloop of class 2n - 1 or 2n constructed as above. 
Then L¢ is solvable of length <~n or <n-  1, respectively. 
3. Nilpotence of SQS-skein and its derived sloops 
An SQS-skein is an algebra z = (T; q) with ternary operation q satisfying 
q(x,y,z) = q(x,z,y) = q(z,x,y); q(x,x,y) = y; q(x,y,q(x,y,z)) =z. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the SQS-skeins and the Steiner quadruple 
systems [8]. For any a E T, the algebra ~'a = (T ;  . ,a )  fOrlTlS a sloop, where x • y :-- 
q(a,x, y). za is called a derived sloop of z. In the following theorem, we see that a 
central congruence of z is a central congruence for any of its derived sloops. Moreover, 
any derived sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein is nilpotent [3]. 
Theorem 1. Any derived sloop of nilpotent SQS-skein of class n is a nilpotent sloop 
of class <~ n. 
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Proof. Let za be a derived sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein z of class n; for an element 
a E T. Since the fundamental operations of Za are polynomial functions of z, then we 
have directly C(z) C_ C(za). Let fl be a central congruence of z, then there is 0 E C(fl) 
such that A = [(x,x)]O; x E T. Now we have fl C C(%) and 0 E C(fl), considering fl as 
a subalgebra of z2, moreover Aa = [(a,a)]O. Therefore, fl is also a central congruence 
of Za. This implies that any central series of congruences of z is also a central series 
for any of its derived sloops. This means that the smallest length of central series of 
congruences of za ~< n. 
In fact, for the constructed nilpotent sloop in this paper can be proved that it is 
a derived sloop of the nilpotent SQS-skeins, which is constructed by construction 2. 
Also both sloop and SQS-skein are nilpotent of class n. Moreover, both sloop and 
SQS-skein have the same central series and the same congruence lattice, if they are 
constructed on the same underlying set. This contrasts with a result of Guelzow [5,6] 
which shows that there is an SQS-skein of nilpotence class n all of whose derived 
sloops are Boolean. 
In this section we need to state briefly the construction of nilpotent SQS-skeins of 
class n as in [1]. 
Construction 2 '[11'. Let z, = (T , ;q , )  be an SQS-skein. where T, :=  {xo,x 1 . . . . .  
x2.-1} and the congruence lattice C(z,)  has a unique atom 0, defined by 
2 n-2 
O, :=  U {Xi'Xi+l} 2" 
even i=0 
Take S := {Y0,Yl . . . . .  Y2"- l}  such that S N T, = 0 and T := T, U S. Then zo := 
(T;qo) is an SQS-skein, where if q,(xi,xj,xk) = Xe, then for any 3-element subset 
X = {x,y,z} C_ T,q is defined by 
Xe; Y = {xi ,xj ,xk}, 
X {xi, x j, Yk }, ) Ye; 
q° (x 'Y 'Z ) := lxe ;X  {xi, yi, yk}, i,j, kc{O,  1 . . . . .  2n-  1}. 
!1, Ye; X {Yi, Yj, Yk}, 
Also if (T;Bqo) is the corresponding Steiner quadruple system of Zo, then (T; (Bqo\R) 
U H)  is also Steiner quadruple system [8], where 
R := { {Xo,Xl,X2,X3 }, {xo,xl, Y2, Y3 }, {xo,x2, Yl, Y3 }, {xo, x3, yl, y2 } 
{yo, yl, y2, Y3}, {Yo, ybx2,x3}, {yo, y2,xl,x3}, {yo, y3,xl,x2 } }, 
H := {{yo,x2, y,, Y3}, {yo,xl ,x2,x3 }, {yo,x3, Yl, Y2}, {yo,xl, y2, y3 } 
{xo, y3, xl, x2 }, {xo, y,, y2, Y3 }, {xo, y2, x,, x3 }, {xo, yl, x2, x3 } } 
and its corresponding SQS-skein z ;= (T;q) has cardinality 2n+l and its congruence 
lattice has a unique atom 01 := ker~O = J 12n--lr "2 k.)i=0 "txi, Y i )  • If we take ~, is a nilpotent 
SQS-skein of class m, then according to construction 2, z will be a nilpotent SQS-skein 
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of class m + 1 [1]. Examples of nilpotent SQS-skeins of class 2 can be found in [2] 
with cardinality 24 and 2 5. 
Theorem 2. The constructed sloop of nilpotence class n can be embedded as a derived 
sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein of the same class n. 
Proof. It is well-known that a nilpotent sloop of class 2 of cardinality 16 can be 
embedded as a derived sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein of class 2 with the cardinality 
16 [9]. Let L~', = (L , ; , ,  1) be a sloop of nilpotence class n and assume that it can 
be embedded as a derived sloop of a nilpotent SQS-skein ~, - - (L , ;q , )  of the same 
class n of cardinality 2 n+2 and both have the same unique atom 0, of cardinality 2 n+3, 
where x ,  y := q,(1,x,y). By taking L = L ,  U S as in Construction 1. We will get 
the nilpotent sloop LP = (L;.,  1) of class n + 1 by Construction 1 and the nilpotent 
SQS-skein z = (L; q) of class n + 1 by Construction 2. At the request of mathematical 
induction we have to prove that LP is a derived sloop of z. From Construction 1, we 
have the sloop L~°o = (L; o, 1 ) and its corresponding Steiner triple system (L\ { 1 }; Bo ) 
and from Construction 2, we have Zo = (L; qo) an SQS-skein on the same set L. 
And qo is defined as follows: for any 3-element subset X -- {x,y,z}C_L, and if 
q, (x i ,x j ,Xk  ) = Xe, then 
qo(X,y,z) := { 
Xe; X = {Xi,Xj,Xk } , 
Ye; X = {xi,xj, yk }, 
Xe" , X = {xi, Yi, Yk }, 
Ye; X = {Yi, Yj ,  Yk}, 
i,j, k E {0, 1 . . . . .  2 "+2 - 1 }. 
By taking one of the elements of X equals 1, we get directly only three cases and, 
consequently, one can prove that x o y = qo(1,x,y). This implies that ~9°o is a derived 
sloop of ~o and accordingly the corresponding Steiner triple system (L\{ 1 }, Bo) of 5ao 
is a derived triple system of the corresponding Steiner quadruple system (L;Bqo) 
of %. Say x0 = 1, one can prove that (L;Bqo\R) U H) is a Steiner quadruple sys- 
tem [ 1 ] containing (L\ { 1 }; (Bo \Ro) U Ho ) as a derived triple system. Let z = (L; q) 
be the associated SQS-skein of (L;(Bqo\R)UH) and LP = (L;., 1) be the associated 
sloop of (L\{1}; (Bo\Ro)U/4o). Hence, 5~ is a derived sloop of ~ and both Lf and 
are nilpotent of class n + 1 (according to Constructions 1 and 2). 
By Theorem 2, we want to show that the embedding is possible of sloops constructed 
by Construction 1 in an SQS-skein and both of nilpotence class n. 
In fact, we can see this result in a direct way if we ignore the concept of embedding 
and can rewrite this result as follows: there is an SQS-skeins of class n having a derived 
sloop which is also of nilpotence class n. And the proof of this result is directly 
obtained from the following theorem. Moreover, we can see that the constructed SQS- 
skeins and a derived sloop of it have the same central series and the same congruence 
lattice. 
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Theorem 3. There is an SQS-skeins of nilpotence class n having derived sloop, which 
is also nilpotence class n. And both have the same congruence lattice and the same 
central series. 
Proof. Let z, = (T , ;q , )  be a nilpotent SQS-skein of class 2 and of cardinality 16 
such that not every derived sloop of it is Boolean the existence of such SQS-skeins 
can be found in [2] or [5]. Then z, has a derived sloop £~a, = (T , ; * , I ) ,  for some 
element 1 C T, and for x*y  := q,(1,x,y), £#, is of nilpotence class 2. By Lemma 1, 
z, and £#, have the same center 0, and hence both z, and £P, have the same 
congruence lattice, where C(z,/O,) -~ C(£#,/0,) ~- S(773) and 0, is the unique atom 
14 2 
of both. Say, T, := {x0 = 1,Xl . . . . .  xis) and 0, := Ueveni=o{Xi,Xi+l} is the center 
of both z, and ~,w,. From Constructions 1 and 2 and from the proof of Theorem 2, 
we have that ~o is a derived sloop of Zo and ~ is a derived sloop of To. Moreover, 
£,e and z are of nilpotence class 3 and both of cardinality 32. From Theorem 1, 
14 2 £>e and z have the same central congruence 01, where 01 := ker~k = Ui=o{Xi, Y i} . 
In fact, 01 is the center of both L# and z. Moreover, we have C(z/O1) ~- C(z,)  and 
C(L#/O1) ~- C(SY,), then C(z) TM C(Za). Hence, z and ~e are nilpotence class 3 of 
cardinality 32 and both have the central series 1 = 00 2 0, ~ 01 _~ 02 = 0. By repeating 
the same previous proceeding on z, which z has £P as a derived sloop of the same 
nilpotence class, we can get a nilpotent SQS-skein having a nilpotent derived sloop 
of the same class n and both have the same congruence lattice and the same central 
series. 
I am indebted to the referee, who pointed out to me the paper by Guelzow [6] that 
has appeared uring when the present paper was under consideration for publication. 
In [6] Guelzow gave a general formula of Construction 2 that is called the general- 
ized doubling construction and by representing the nilpotent SQS-skeins as vectors of 
GF(2) n Guelzow gave another proof of Construction 2. In the following, we write the 
general construction given in [6]. 
Theorem 4 (Guelzow [6]). Let ~, = (T , ;q , )  be an SQS-skein and R be a set of 
4-element subalgebras of ~,. Suppose T = T, xGF(2) and ZR is the characteristic 
function of R, then ~ = (T;q) is an SQS-skein, where 
q((x, ix),(y, iy),(Z, iz)) := (q,(x, y,z),ix + iy + iz + ZR(x, y,z)T, ). 
I f  z,  is nilpotent of class n, then z is nilpotent of class n or n + 1. 
Similarly, one can generalize Construction 1 of nilpotent sloops in the same sense 
of the generalized oubling construction stated above, as the following. 
Theorem 5. Let £#, := (L , ; ,  , I )  be a sloop and Ro be a set of 3-element subalgebras 
of .Le,. I f  Za -_ (LxGF(2); o, (I, 0)) and XRo is the characteristic function of Ro, then 
5~ is a sloop, where the binary operation o is given by (X, ix) o (y, iy) :--- (x * y, ix + 
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iy + ZRo (x, y)~e. ) Moreover, if  L#. is nilpotent of  class n, then 5f is nilpotent of  class 
n or n+I .  
By taking L#, as in Construction 1 and Ro = {{XI,X2,X3}}, we get our Construction 1, 
by replacing xi instead of (xi,0) and Yi instead of (xi, 1) in the above theorem. 
While the generalized oubling construction is more general with respect o the 
choosing of the set R of the 4-element subalgebras, in Construction 2 '[1]' we can 
choose the set S as any other set of an SQS-skein of the same cardinality of T, not 
necessary to be an isomorphic to ~,, the operation qo can be defined by many other 
definitions than the known definition of the direct product, and the sets R and H of 
the 4-element subalgebras can be totally chosen from elements of T, alone or from 
S alone. The same factors can be occurred in Construction 1; the binary operation o
can be defined by many other definitions and the sets Ro and Ho can be chosen by 
different ways. 
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